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我們將主定理限制在特殊情況下, 可以在 normal bases 的情況下
得到類似的結果。 這篇文章已被期刊
“Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society”
接受, 電子期刊已發佈於該期刊的網站上, 而紙本期刊即將發表。
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iAbstract
This thesis includes three chapters, which discuss the arithmetic problems
on the polynomial ring over the ﬁnite ﬁeld. Here, we present their primary
contents as following:
Chapter 1 We generalize the classical Gauss sum to the polynomial Gauss sum
on the residue class ring of the polynomial ring over a ﬁnite ﬁeld mod-
ulo a power of an irreducible polynomial. Moreover, we give a precise
formula for the argument of the polynomial Gauss sum. To celebrate
Professor Jing Yu’s 60th birthday, the article in this chapter is dedi-
cated to Professor Yu, the advisor of my teacher, Professor Chih-Nung
Hsu.
Chapter 2 We generalize the classical Schur’s matrix to the case in polynomial
rings over ﬁnite ﬁelds, and what is more, we give explicit formulas for
the determinant, inverse matrix, eigenvalues, multiplicity and eigenvec-
tors with respect to each eigenvalue of the polynomial Schur’s matrix.
The article, which is going to be published, in this chapter has been
accepted by the journal
“Finite Fields and their Applications.”
Chapter 3 We deduce an accurate formula for the number of the linear equation
in generators of ﬁnite Carlitz modules, and the equation always has
solutions besides some cases. Moreover, we have a similar result in
normal bases when we apply our main theorem to a special case. The
article in this chapter has been accepted by the journal
“Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society.”
The content was issued electronically on the internet of the journal,
and the papered article is going to be published.
Ting-Ting Nan
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iiiChapter 1
On Polynomial Gauss Sums
(mod Pn), n ≥ 2
Dedicated to Professor Jing Yu on his 60th birthday.
It is known that the absolute value of the classical Gauss sum (mod N)
is the positive square root of N. However, it is diﬃcult to determine its
argument. R. Odoni used the p-adic analysis and the cyclic structure of
the residue class ring of Z modulo an odd prime power to determine the
argument. In this chapter, we generalize the classical Gauss sum to the
polynomial Gauss sum on the residue class ring of the polynomial ring over a
ﬁnite ﬁeld modulo a power of an irreducible polynomial. Moreover, we give
a precise formula for the argument of the polynomial Gauss sum.
1.1 Introduction
Let N be a positive integer and let χ be a primitive multiplicative character
(mod N). It is known that the absolute value of the classical Gauss sum
τ(χ) =
N−1 X
n=1
χ(n)exp

2πin
N

is N
1
2. However, it is diﬃcult to determine the argument of the classical
Gauss sum. In 1962, both C. Chowla [1] and L. J. Mordell [5] proved that
when N is a prime number, the argument of the classical Gauss sum is a
root of unity if and only if χ is real. When N = pr is an odd prime power
with r ≥ 2, R. Odoni [6] gave the explicit formulas for the argument of τ(χ)
by using the p-adic analysis. It plays an important role in establishing the
1argument of τ(χ) that (Z/prZ)
× has a speciﬁc group structure that it is cyclic
when p is an odd prime number.
In this chapter, we generalize the classical Gauss sum to the polynomial
Gauss sum in the polynomial ring over the ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq of q elements. More-
over, for odd q, the argument of the polynomial Gauss sum is given explicitly
in this chapter. After establishing the explicit formula for the polynomial
Gauss sum, we can generalize the classical Chowla-Mordell theorem to the
polynomial Gauss sums. In Theorem 1.4.1, a necessary and suﬃcient condi-
tion is provided for the argument of the polynomial Gauss sum being a root
of unity. In the process of proving, we cite the result given by R. J. Evans [2]
and J. Yang, W. Zheng [7]. They generalized the classical Chowla-Mordell
theorem to the ﬁnite ﬁelds.
Throughout this chapter, p is an odd prime and q is a prime power of p.
Let Fq be the ﬁnite ﬁeld of q elements of characteristic p and let Trq : Fq → Fp
be the trace map of the ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq onto the ﬁnite ﬁeld Fp (identifying with
Z/pZ). Let eq : Fq → C× be the standard additive character of Fq deﬁned
by
eq(α) = exp

2πiTrq(α)
p

for all α in Fq.
Let A = Fq[T] be the polynomial ring in T over Fq and let K∞ = Fq((1/T))
denote the completion ﬁeld of the rational function ﬁeld Fq(T) at the inﬁnite
place 1/T; in other words, for every a ∈ K∞, if a 6= 0, then a can be expressed
as
a =
d X
i=−∞
ciT
i,
where ci ∈ Fq and cd 6= 0. The degree and absolute value of a are deﬁned
by dega = d, and |a| = qd. The residue of a at inﬁnite place is denoted by
res∞ a = c−1. The polynomial exponential map E : K∞ → C× is deﬁned by
E(a) = eq(res∞ a)
for all a in K∞.
Let Q be a polynomial in A. For any multiplicative character χ of A/QA,
the polynomial Gauss sum of χ is deﬁned by
τ(χ) =
X
f∈(A/QA)×
χ(f)E

f
Q

.
It is well-known that for any primitive multiplicative character χ of A/QA,
we have
|τ(χ)| = |Q|
1
2,
2and there is no explicit method to evaluate the argument of τ(χ). In this
chapter, we can, however, determine the argument of τ(χ) in the case when
Q = P n(n ≥ 2) for any monic irreducible polynomial P in A. To deserve
to be mentioned, the multiplicative group (A/P nA)
× with n ≥ 2 is not a
cyclic group, while the multiplicative group (Z/pnZ)
× with an odd prime p
is always a cyclic group. This increases the diﬃculty to access the explicit
value of the polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ). Here, we give a brief result of this
chapter as follows:
Main Result
If P is a monic irreducible polynomial in A and χ is a multiplicative character
of A/P nA(n ≥ 2), then there exists a speciﬁc polynomial g (depending on
χ) with P - g and degg < n
2 degP such that
τ(χ) =



0 if χ is not primitive,
|P|
n
2χ(g) if χ is primitive and n is even,
|P|
n
2χ(g)4p if χ is primitive and n is odd,
where 4p is a 4p-th root of unity.
From main result, the argument of τ(χ) is always a root of unity when
χ is a primitive multiplicative character of A/P nA(n ≥ 2). Combining
R. J. Evans [2] and J. Yang, W. Zheng [7], for any positive integer n and
primitive multiplicative character χ of A/P nA, we can obtain a necessary
and suﬃcient condition when the argument of τ(χ) is a root of unity.
Later, we will give more explicit formulas and description of our main
result in Theorem 1.3.2 and Theorem 1.4.1.
1.2 Auxiliary Lemmas
Throughout this chapter, let n ≥ 2 be a positive integer and let m be the
integer deﬁned by
m =

n−1
2 if n is odd,
n
2 if n is even. (1.1)
Let P be a monic irreducible polynomial in A and let A/P nA be the residue
class ring of A modulo the ideal P nA, generated by P n. The multiplica-
tive group (A/P nA)
× of A/P nA is a group containing all classes f with
polynomial f in A satisfying P does not divide f. Particularly, the group
(A/P nA)
× has the following property.
3Lemma 1.2.1. Every element in (A/P nA)
× can be uniquely represented as
g
n−1 Y
j=m
1 + hjP j,
where g is a polynomial in A with degg < mdegP,P - g, and for all m ≤
j < n, hj is a polynomial in A with deghj < degP.
Proof. Let Γ be the subset of A/P nA including all the elements of the form
g
n−1 Y
j=m
1 + hjP j,
where g is a polynomial in A with degg < mdegP,P - g, and for all m ≤ j <
n, hj is a polynomial in A with deghj < degP. Since g and 1 + hjP j(m ≤
j < n) are relatively prime to P, every element in Γ indeed belongs to
(A/P nA)
×, i.e.,
|Γ| ≤ |(A/P
nA)
×|.
On the other hand, for any element f in (A/P nA)
×, it can be written as
f = g + g1P m,
where g,g1 are polynomials in A satisfying degg < mdegP, P - g, and
degg1 < (n−m)degP. Since g is relatively prime to P, there is a polynomial
h in A such that gh ≡ g1 (mod P n). It follows that
f ≡ g + g1P
m ≡ g(1 + hP
m) (mod P
n),
that is,
f = g · 1 + hP m
in (A/P nA)
×. Moreover, for each m ≤ j < n, there exists polynomial hj in
A with deghj < degP such that
hm + hm+1P
1 + ··· + hn−1P
n−m−1 ≡ h (mod P
n−m).
Therefore, the element f can be represented as
f = g · 1 + (hm + hm+1P 1 + ··· + hn−1P n−m−1)P m
= g
n−1 Y
j=m
1 + hjP j
in (A/P nA)
×, where g is a polynomial in A with degg < mdegP,P - g, and
for all m ≤ j < n, hj is a polynomial in A with deghj < degP. This implies
f belongs to Γ, i.e., |(A/P nA)
×| ≤ |Γ|. This completes the proof.
4Here we introduce two types of special subgroups of (A/P nA)
×. Under
the same deﬁnition of m deﬁned by (1.1), for any integer j with n−m ≤ j <
n, let Hj be the subset of (A/P nA)
× such that
Hj =
n
1 + fP j | degf < degP
o
.
Since n − m ≤ j < n, for any 1 + fP j and 1 + gP j in Hj, we have
1 + fP j · 1 + gP j = 1 + (f + g)P j
in (A/P nA)
×. That is, Hj is a subgroup of the multiplicative group (A/P nA)
×
and the subgroup Hj is isomorphic to the additive group A/PA. When n
is odd, i.e., n = 2m + 1, let H0
m of A/P nA be the subset of (A/P nA)
×
consisting of all elements of the form 1 + fP m + gP 2m, where f and g are
polynomials in A with degf,degg < degP. Since we have
1 + f1P m + g1P 2m · 1 + f2P m + g2P 2m
= 1 + (f1 + f2)P m + (g1 + f1f2 + g2)P 2m
in H0
m, H0
m is a subgroup of (A/P nA)
×.
In addition, we study the character groups \ A/PA, c Hj, and d H0
m of A/PA,
Hj, and H0
m, respectively. For any polynomial b in A, let ψb : A/PA → C×
be the function deﬁned by
ψb(f) = E

bf
P

.
It is easy to check that ψb is an additive character of A/PA and ψb1 6= ψb2
for any two polynomials b1 and b2 in A with b1 6≡ b2 (mod P). Therefore,
the character group \ A/PA of additive characters of A/PA satisﬁes
\ A/PA = {ψb | b is a polynomial in A with degb < degP},
ψb1ψb2 = ψb1+b2 (1.2)
for all polynomials b1 and b2 in A with degb1,degb2 < degP, and
X
f∈A
degf<degP
ψb
 
f

=

|P| if b = 0,
0 otherwise. (1.3)
For the group Hj(n−m ≤ j < n), let Ψb : Hj → C× be the multiplicative
character of Hj deﬁned by
Ψb

1 + fP j

= ψb(f) (1.4)
5for all polynomial f in A with degf < degP. Since Hj is isomorphic to the
additive group A/PA, the character group c Hj is
c Hj = {Ψb | b is a polynomial in A with degb < degP}. (1.5)
When n is an odd integer, i.e., n = 2m + 1, since q is odd, for any
polynomials a and b in A, we can deﬁne the function Ψa,b : H0
m → C× by
Ψa,b

1 + fP m + gP 2m

= E

af + bg − 1
2bf2
P

. (1.6)
Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1.2.2. If n ≥ 2 is an odd integer, i.e., n = 2m+1, then the character
group d H0
m of the multiplicative characters of the subgroup H0
m is
d H0
m = {Ψa,b | a and b are polynomials in A of degree less than degP}.
Proof. First, we check that Ψa,b is a multiplicative character of H0
m. For all
elements 1 + f1P m + g1P 2m and 1 + f2P m + g2P 2m in H0
m, by deﬁnition of
Ψa,b, we have
Ψa,b

1 + f1P m + g1P 2m · 1 + f2P m + g2P 2m

= Ψa,b

1 + (f1 + f2)P m + (f1f2 + g1 + g2)P 2m

= E

a(f1 + f2) + b(f1f2 + g1 + g2) − 1
2b(f1 + f2)2
P

= E

af1 + bg1 − 1
2bf2
1
P

E

af2 + bg2 − 1
2bf2
2
P

= Ψa,b

1 + f1P m + g1P 2m

Ψa,b

1 + f2P m + g2P 2m

.
Thus, Ψa,b is indeed a multiplicative character of H0
m.
Second, we check that if a1 6≡ a2 or b1 6≡ b2 (mod P), then Ψa1,b2 6= Ψa2,b2.
If Ψa1,b1 = Ψa2,b2 for some a1,a2 and b1,b2 in A, then
Ψa1,b1

1 + fP m + gP 2m

= Ψa2,b2

1 + fP m + gP 2m

for all f and g with degf,degg < degP. Taking f = 0, we have
Ψa1,b1
 
1 + gP2m

= Ψa2,b2
 
1 + gP2m

for all g with degg < degP, that is,
E

b1g
P

= E

b2g
P

.
6This implies that
E

(b1 − b2)g
P

= 1
for all polynomial g with degg < degP. Hence, we obtain b1 ≡ b2 (mod P).
Besides, taking g = 0, we get Ψa1,b1
 
1 + fP m
= Ψa2,b2
 
1 + fP m
for all f
with degf < degP, that is,
E

a1f − 1
2b1f2
P

= E

a2f − 1
2b2f2
P

.
It follows that
E

(a1 − a2)f − 1
2(b1 − b2)f2
P

= 1
for all f with degf < degP. Since we have known that b1 ≡ b2 (mod P),
the above expression is equivalent to
E

(a1 − a2)f
P

= 1
for all f with degf < degP. Hence, we have a1 ≡ a2 (mod P). Thus, we
prove that Ψa1,b1 6= Ψa2,b2 if a1 6≡ a2 (mod P) or b1 6≡ b2 (mod P).
Finally, since the cardinality of d H0
m satisﬁes
|d H0
m| = |H
0
m| = |P|
2
and the number of characters Ψa,b with dega,degb < degP is equal to |P|2,
we have
d H0
m = {Ψa,b | a and b are polynomials in A of degree less than degP}.
1.3 The Arguments of Polynomial Gauss Sums
In this section, we provide the proof of our main result. Throughout this
section, A is the polynomial ring over the ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq. Let n ≥ 2 be a
positive integer and let \ (A/P nA)
× be the group of multiplicative characters
χ of (A/P nA)
×. For convenience, we use χ(f) to represent the complex value
χ(f). We say that the multiplicative character χ of A/P nA is primitive if
χ can not factor through
 
A/P kA
× for any integer k with 0 ≤ k < n. If
7χ is not primitive modulo P n, then χ can factor through from a character
χ1 modulo P k for some integer k < n, i.e., χ(f1 + f2P k) = χ1(f1) for all
polynomials f1 and f2 in A.
Let integer m, subgroups Hj,H0
m, and characters Ψb,Ψa,b be deﬁned by
the deﬁnitions given in Section 2. For any integer j with n − m ≤ j < n,
consider the restriction χ|Hj of the multiplicative character χ to the subgroup
Hj. Since χ|Hj is a multiplicative character of Hj and by (1.5), we have
c Hj = {Ψb | b is a polynomial in A with degb < degP}.
Thus, there exists a unique polynomial bj in A with degbj < degP such that
χ|Hj = Ψbj, that is,
χ(1 + fP
j) = χ|Hj(1 + fP
j) = Ψbj(1 + fP j) (1.7)
for all polynomial f in A with degf < degP.
When n is odd, i.e., n = 2m + 1, consider the restriction χ|H0
m of the
multiplicative character χ to the subgroup H0
m. Since χ|H0
m is a multiplicative
character of H0
m, by Lemma 1.2.2, there exist unique polynomials a and b in
A with dega,degb < degP such that χ|H0
m = Ψa,b, that is,
χ(1 + fP
m + gP
2m) = χ|H0
m(1 + fP
m + gP
2m) = Ψa,b(1 + fP m + gP 2m)
for all polynomials f and g in A with degf,degg < degP.
In fact, taking f = 0, for all polynomial g in A with degg < degP, we
have
χ(1 + gP
2m) = Ψa,b(1 + gP 2m) = E

bg
P

.
On the other hand, since 1 + gP 2m belongs to the subgroup H2m, we have
χ(1 + gP
2m) = χ|H2m(1 + gP
2m) = Ψb2m(1 + gP 2m) = E

b2mg
P

.
Combining the two expressions of χ(1 + gP 2m), we must have
b = b2m = bn−1. (1.8)
To abbreviate our proof of the main theorem, we prove Lemma 1.3.1 ﬁrst.
In our proof of this lemma, we use a result given by Hsu [4]. Let P be a
monic polynomial in A. Then the character sum
X
f∈A
degf<degP
E

f2
P

is given
by
X
f∈A
degf<degP
E

f2
P

= |P|
1
2i
(|P|−1)2
4 . (1.9)
8For all polynomial a in A, let
 
a
P

be the polynomial quadratic residue
symbol deﬁned by
 a
P

=



0 if P | a,
1 if the congruence x2 ≡ a (mod P) has a solution,
−1 otherwise.
Then we have
Lemma 1.3.1. Let n ≥ 2 be an odd integer, i.e., n = 2m + 1, and let
χ be a primitive multiplicative character of (A/P nA)
×. If the restriction
χ|H0
m of χ to H0
m satisﬁes χ|H0
m = Ψa,b for some polynomials a,b in A with
dega,degb < degP, then b 6= 0 and the summation
X
degf<degP
χ(1 + fP
m) = |P|
1
2E
 1
2a2b0
P

−2b
P

i
(|P|−1)2
4 ,
where b0 denotes the polynomial in A such that degb0 < degP and b0b ≡ 1
(mod P).
Proof. If b = 0, then from (1.8) we have bn−1 = 0. This means that χ
can factor through from a character χ1 modulo P n−1. Therefore, χ is not
primitive, contradicting to the condition that χ is primitive. Consequently,
b 6= 0.
Since χ|H0
m = Ψa,b, from (1.6) and odd q, we have
X
degf<degP
χ(1 + fP
m) =
X
degf<degP
Ψa,b
 
1 + fP m
=
X
degf<degP
E

af − 1
2bf2
P

=E
 1
2a2b0
P
 X
degf<degP
E

−1
2b(f − ab0)2
P

=E
 1
2a2b0
P
 X
degf<degP
E

−1
2bf2
P

.
Furthermore, since −1
2b 6= 0, we have
X
degf<degP
χ(1 + fP
m) =E
 1
2a2b0
P
 X
degf<degP

−1
2b
P

E

f2
P

=E
 1
2a2b0
P

−1
2b
P
 X
degf<degP
E

f2
P

.
9It follows directly from (1.9) that
X
degf<degP
χ(1 + fP
m) =E
 1
2a2b0
P

−1
2b
P

· |P|
1
2i
(|P|−1)2
4
=|P|
1
2E
 1
2a2b0
P

−2b
P

i
(|P|−1)2
4 ,
and the proof is complete.
The formula for the argument of the polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ) is given
in
Theorem 1.3.2. Suppose that q is an odd prime power, Fq is the ﬁnite
ﬁeld of q elements, A = Fq[T] is the polynomial ring over Fq, P is a monic
irreducible polynomial in A. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer, let χ be a multiplicative
character of A/P nA, and let m be the integer deﬁned by
m =

n−1
2 if n is odd,
n
2 if n is even.
For integer j with n − m ≤ j < n, bj is the polynomial in A with degbj <
degP such that
χ|Hj = Ψbj.
Then
(1) if χ is not primitive, then τ(χ) = 0;
(2) if χ is primitive and n is even, then bn−1 6= 0 and
τ(χ) = |P|
n
2χ(−1)χ(bn−1 + bn−2P
1 + ··· + bn−mP
m−1);
(3) if χ is primitive, n is odd, and the restriction χ|H0
m of χ to H0
m satisﬁes
χ|H0
m = Ψa,b with a,b in A and dega,degb < degP, then b = bn−1 6= 0
and
τ(χ) =|P|
n
2χ(−1)χ(bn−1 + bn−2P
1 + ··· + bn−mP
m−1)
× E
 1
2a2bn−1
0
P

−2bn−1
P

i
(|P|−1)2
4 ,
where bn−1
0 is the polynomial in A with degbn−1
0 < degP such that
bn−1bn−1
0 ≡ 1 (mod P) and the symbol
 
·
P

is the polynomial quadratic
residue symbol.
10Proof. According to Lemma 1.2.1, for any f in (A/P nA)
×, f can be uniquely
represented as
g
n−1 Y
j=m
1 + hjP j,
where g is a polynomial in A with degg < mdegP, P - g, and for all
m ≤ j < n, hj is a polynomial in A with deghj < degP. From the deﬁnition
of the polynomial Gauss sum, we have
τ(χ) =
X
f∈(A/PnA)×
χ(f)E

f
P n

=
X
degg<mdegP
P-g
X
hm,hm+1,···,hn−1
χ
 
g
n−1 Y
j=m
 
1 + hjP
j
!
E

  
 

g
n−1 Y
j=m
 
1 + hjP
j
P n

  
 

,
where the second summation
X
hj
in the last expression runs over all polyno-
mials hj in A with deghj < degP.
Since χ is a multiplicative character of A/P nA, we have
χ
 
g
n−1 Y
j=m
 
1 + hjP
j
!
= χ(g)
n−1 Y
j=m
χ(1 + hjP
j). (1.10)
Since m ≤ j < n, by the deﬁnition of m, we have
g
n−1 Y
j=m
(1 + hjP
j) ≡ g +
n−1 X
j=m
ghjP
j (mod P
n).
Applying the deﬁnition of res∞ and degg < mdegP, we get E
  g
Pn

= 1 and
E


   

g
n−1 Y
j=m
 
1 + hjP
j
P n


   

=E


   

g +
n−1 X
j=m
ghjP
j
P n


   

=E
 g
P n
 n−1 Y
j=m
E

ghjP j
P n

=
n−1 Y
j=m
E

ghj
P n−j

.
(1.11)
11Combining (1.10) and (1.11), the polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ) is
τ(χ) =
X
degg<mdegP
P-g
X
hm,hm+1,···,hn−1
 
χ(g)
n−1 Y
j=m
χ(1 + hjP
j)
!  
n−1 Y
j=m
E

ghj
P n−j
 !
=
X
degg<mdegP,P-g
χ(g)
X
hm,hm+1,···,hn−1
n−1 Y
j=m
χ(1 + hjP
j)E

ghj
P n−j

=
X
degg<mdegP,P-g
χ(g)
n−1 Y
j=m
X
hj
χ(1 + hjP
j)E

ghj
P n−j

.
Since g is a polynomial in A relatively prime to P and degg < mdegP,
we may write g as
g = g0 + g1P
1 + ··· + gm−1P
m−1
where gk are polynomials with deggk < degP for all 0 ≤ k < m and g0 6= 0.
When n is even, i.e., n = 2m, for integer j with n−m ≤ j < n, applying
the deﬁnition of res∞ and the fact that
deggkhj = deggk + deghj ≤ 2degP − 2,
we have
E

ghj
P n−j

=E

(g0 + g1P 1 + ··· + gm−1P m−1)hj
P n−j

=
m−1 Y
k=0
E

gkhjP k
P n−j

=
 
n−j−2 Y
k=0
E

gkhjP k
P n−j
 !
·E

gn−j−1hjP n−j−1
P n−j

·
 
m−1 Y
k=n−j
E

gkhjP k
P n−j
 !
=
 
n−j−2 Y
k=0
E

gkhj
P n−j−k
 !
·E

gn−j−1hj
P

·
 
m−1 Y
k=n−j
E
 
gkhjP
k−n+j
!
=E

gn−j−1hj
P

=ψgn−j−1(hj).
Further, in this case, since n − m = m, the polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ) is
X
g0,g1,···,gm−1
g06=0
χ(g0 + g1P
1 + ··· + gm−1P
m−1)
n−1 Y
j=n−m
X
hj
χ(1 + hjP
j)ψgn−j−1(hj).
12When n is odd, i.e., n = 2m+1, we know that n−m = m+1. Following
the same discussion when n is even, for integer j with n − m ≤ j < n, we
have
E

ghj
P n−j

= ψgn−j−1(hj)
for all polynomial hj with deghj < degP. For j = m, since
degghm = degg + deghm ≤ (m + 1)degP − 2
for all polynomial hm with deghm < degP, we have
E

ghm
P n−m

= E

ghm
P m+1

= 1.
Thus, the polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ) is
X
g0,g1,···,gm−1
g06=0
χ(g0 + g1P
1 + ··· + gm−1P
m−1)
 
X
hm
χ(1 + hmP
m)
!
×
n−1 Y
j=n−m
X
hj
χ(1 + hjP
j)ψgn−j−1(hj),
Before continuing the following proof, we make a brief conclusion by com-
bining the above two discussions. The polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ) can be
simpliﬁed as follows:
(a) if n = 2m is even, then the polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ) is equal to
X
g0,g1,···,gm−1
g06=0
χ(g0 + g1P
1 + ··· + gm−1P
m−1)
n−1 Y
j=n−m
X
hj
χ(1 + hjP
j)ψgn−j−1(hj);
(b) if n = 2m + 1 is odd, then the polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ) is equal to
X
g0,g1,···,gm−1
g06=0
χ(g0 + g1P
1 + ··· + gm−1P
m−1)
 
X
hm
χ(1 + hmP
m)
!
×
n−1 Y
j=n−m
X
hj
χ(1 + hjP
j)ψgn−j−1(hj),
13where the summations
X
gk
and
X
hj
run over all polynomials gk,hj in A with
deggk,deghj < degP.
In addition, for each integer j with n − m ≤ j < n, since bj is the
polynomial in A with degbj < degP satisfying
χ|Hj = Ψbj,
from (1.7) and (1.4), we have
χ(1 + hjP
j) = Ψbj

1 + hjP j

= ψbj(hj).
Therefore, the polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ) can be simpliﬁed again as follows:
(a) if n = 2m is even, then the polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ) is equal to
X
g0,g1,···,gm−1
g06=0
χ(g0 + g1P
1 + ··· + gm−1P
m−1)
n−1 Y
j=n−m
X
hj
ψbj(hj)ψgn−j−1(hj);
(b) if n = 2m + 1 is odd, then the polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ) is equal to
X
g0,g1,···,gm−1
g06=0
χ(g0 + g1P + ··· + gm−1P
m−1)
 
X
hm
χ(1 + hmP
m)
!
×
n−1 Y
j=n−m
X
hj
ψbj(hj)ψgn−j−1(hj).
To prove (1), if χ is not primitive, then χ can factor through from a
character χ1 modulo P n−1, that is,
χ(1 + hn−1P
n−1) = 1
for all polynomial hn−1 in A with deghn−1 < degP. This implies χ|Hn−1 =
Ψbn−1 is a trivial character and then bn−1 = 0. It follows from (1.2) and (1.3)
that
X
hn−1
ψbn−1(hn−1)ψg0(hn−1) =
X
hn−1
ψbn−1+g0(hn−1)
=
X
hn−1
ψg0(hn−1)
=0
14for all g0 6= 0 in A with degg0 < degP. Thus, for odd or even n, the
polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ) is
τ(χ) = 0.
On the other hand, if bn−1 = 0, then χ can factor through from a character
χ1 modulo P n−1. Consequently, χ is not primitive, contradicting to the
condition that χ is primitive. Therefore, we have χ is primitive if and only
if bn−1 6= 0.
To prove (2), if χ is primitive and n is even, i.e., n = 2m, then by (1.2),
the formula for τ(χ) in (a) can be written as
τ(χ) =
X
g0,g1,···,gm−1
g06=0
χ(g0 + g1P
1 + ··· + gm−1P
m−1)
n−1 Y
j=n−m
X
hj
ψbj+gn−j−1(hj).
According to (1.3), for integer j with n − m ≤ j < n, we have
X
hj
ψbj+gn−j−1(hj) =

|P| if gn−j−1 = −bj,
0 otherwise.
Therefore, the polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ) is
τ(χ) =χ(−bn−1 − bn−2P
1 − ··· − bn−mP
m−1)|P|
m
=|P|
n
2χ(−1)χ(bn−1 + bn−2P
1 + ··· + bn−mP
m−1).
To prove (3), if χ is primitive and n is odd, i.e., n = 2m + 1, according
to the above discussion in the case when χ is primitive and n = 2m, we have
τ(χ) =
X
g0,g1,···,gm−1
g06=0
χ(g0 + g1P
1 + ··· + gm−1P
m−1)
 
X
hm
χ(1 + hmP
m)
!
×
n−1 Y
j=n−m
X
hj
ψbj+gn−j−1(hj)
=|P|
mχ(−1)χ(bn−1 + bn−2P
1 + ··· + bn−mP
m−1)
X
hm
χ(1 + hmP
m).
Since χ is primitive and χ|H0
m = Ψa,b, from (1.8) we know that b =
bn−1 6= 0. Furthermore, according to Lemma 1.3.1, the character sum X
hm
χ(1 + hmP
m) is
X
hm
χ(1 + hmP
m) = |P|
1
2E
 1
2a2bn−1
0
P

−2bn−1
P

i
(|P|−1)2
4 .
15Thus, the polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ) is
τ(χ) =|P|
mχ(−1)χ(bn−1 + bn−2P + ··· + bn−mP
m−1)
× |P|
1
2E
 1
2a2bn−1
0
P

−2bn−1
P

i
(|P|−1)2
4
=|P|
n
2χ(−1)χ(bn−1 + bn−2P + ··· + bn−mP
m−1)
× E
 1
2a2bn−1
0
P

−2bn−1
P

i
(|P|−1)2
4 .
Therefore, the proof of Theorem 1.3.2 is complete.
1.4 Application to polynomial Chowla-Mordell
Theorem
Let P be an irreducible polynomial in A with degP = d, n be a positive
integer, and χ be a primitive multiplicative character of A/P nA. The abso-
lute value of the polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ) is |P|
n
2 and the argument (χ)
of τ(χ) is
(χ) =
τ(χ)
|P|
n
2
.
The polynomial Chowla-Mordell theorem is to determine when the argument
(χ) is a root of unity. According to Theorem 1.3.2, it is obvious that if n ≥ 2,
then the argument (χ) of the polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ) modulo P n over
the ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq is a root of unity. For the remaining case n = 1, the criterion
for (χ) being a root of unity can be given by R. J. Evans [2] and J. Yang,
W. Zheng [7] since A/PA ∼ = Fqd is the ﬁnite ﬁeld with qd elements. In the
following, we generalize the Chowla-Mordell theorem to the polynomial ring
A modulo an n-th power of an irreducible polynomial P.
From Theorem 1.3.2, we have known that for any primitive multiplicative
character χ of A/P n, the argument (χ) of polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ) is
always a root of unity when n ≥ 2. In the case of n = 1, we introduce an
important function S from the integer ring Z to a nonnegative integer. Note
that every nonnegative integer a can be written in the form
k X
j=0
ajp
j
for some nonnegative integer k and integer aj with 0 ≤ aj < p. Let q = pr.
16Then qd = pdr. For any integer a, deﬁne the function S by
S(a) =

     
     
dr−1 X
j=0
aj if 0 ≤ a < qd − 1 and a =
dr−1 X
j=0
ajp
j,
S(b) if a < 0 or a ≥ qd − 1 and a ≡ b (mod qd − 1) for
some b with 0 ≤ b < qd − 1.
The order f of the multiplicative character χ of A/PA is the least positive
integer f satisfying χf = χ0, the trivial character. We have f divides qd −1,
and f > 1 if χ is not the trivial character. Let Uf be the set of integers such
that
Uf = {u ∈ Z | 1 ≤ u < f and (u,f) = 1}. (1.12)
Directly following Theorem 1 in [7], Theorem 4 in [2], and Theorem 1.3.2,
we have
Theorem 1.4.1. Suppose that q is an odd prime power, Fq is the ﬁnite
ﬁeld of q elements, A = Fq[T] is the polynomial ring over Fq, P is a monic
irreducible polynomial in A. Let n be a positive integer, let χ be a primitive
multiplicative character of A/P nA of order f, and let Uf be the set of integers
deﬁned as (1.12). Then the argument (χ) of the polynomial Gauss sum τ(χ)
is a root of unity if and only if either n ≥ 2 or n = 1 with the inequality
dr(p − 1)
2
≤ min

S

u
qd − 1
f
   u ∈ Uf

holding.
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18Chapter 2
On the Polynomial Schur’s
Matrix
Classical Schur’s matrix is a diﬀerent evaluation, provided by Schur, of the
quadratic Gauss sum from Gauss. The advanced information was studied by
L. Carlitz who determined its eigenvalues, and by P. Morton who determined
its eigenvectors. In this chapter, we generalize the classical Schur’s matrix to
the case in polynomial rings over ﬁnite ﬁelds, and what is more, we give ex-
plicit formulas for the determinant, inverse matrix, eigenvalues, multiplicity
and eigenvectors with respect to each eigenvalue of the polynomial Schur’s
matrix.1
2.1 Introduction
Classical Schur’s matrix is a N × N matrix
U = (e
2πimn/N)
for all positive integer m,n ≤ N. The eigenvalues of U was given by L.
Carlitz [2] in 1959. Fourteen years after the work of Carlitz, Schur used
these eigenvalues of the matrix U to evaluate the Gauss sum
N X
n=1
e
2πin2/N,
which is the trace of the matrix U. Eventually, in 1980 P. Morton found out
the eigenvectors of U with respect to eigenvalues that Carlitz gave.
1This chapter is going to be published in the journal “Finite Fields and their Applica-
tions.”
19In this chapter, we generalize the classical Schur’s matrix to the case
in polynomial rings over ﬁnite ﬁelds. Analogizing Carlitz’s and Morton’s
procedures to the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of the classical
Schur’s matrix, we give arise eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of
the polynomial Schur’s matrix.
Let Fq be the ﬁnite ﬁeld of q elements with q odd, and let prime p be
its characteristic. Let A = Fq[T] be the polynomial ring in T over Fq. Let
K∞ = Fq((1/T)) denote the completion ﬁeld of the rational function ﬁeld
Fq(T) at the inﬁnite place 1/T; in other words, for every a ∈ K∞, if a 6= 0,
then a can be expressed as
a =
d X
i=−∞
ciT
i,
where ci ∈ Fq and cd 6= 0. The degree and absolute value of a are deﬁned
by dega = d and |a| = qd. The residue of a at inﬁnite place is denoted by
res∞ a = c−1. Let Trq : Fq → Fp be the trace map of the ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq onto
the ﬁnite ﬁeld Fp (identifying with Z/pZ). Let ψq : Fq → C× be the standard
additive character of Fq deﬁned by
ψq(α) = exp

2πiTrq(α)
p

for all α in Fq. The polynomial exponential map E : K∞ → C× is deﬁned by
E(a) = ψq(res∞ a)
for all a in K∞.
Here, we introduce some properties of the polynomial exponential map E
which are frequently used in this chapter. Let Q be a monic polynomial in
A. In the additive group A/QA, for any polynomial a in A, we deﬁne the
function by
A/QA → C×
f 7→ E

af
Q

for any polynomial f in A. It is easy to check that the function we de-
ﬁned above is an additive character of A/QA and the character is a trivial
character if Q divides a. Moreover, the polynomial exponential map has the
following important property:
X
f (mod Q)
E

af
Q

=

|Q| if Q divides a,
0 otherwise.
20Let H be a monic polynomial in A with positive degree and ﬁx a bijective
mapping
λ : {f ∈ A|degf < degH} → {1,2,3,··· ,|H|}.
Associated to H, the polynomial Schur’s matrix is a |H| × |H| matrix M.
The (λ(f),λ(g))-th entry of M is given by
E

f · g
H

,
and we use M(f,g) to denote this entry. Since (λ(f),λ(g))-th entry M2(f,g)
of M2 is given by
M
2(f,g) =
X
x (mod H)
E

fx
H

E
xg
H

=
X
x (mod H)
E

f + g
H
x

,
we have
M
2(f,g) =

|H| if H | (f + g),
0 otherwise,
and
M
4 = |H|
2I,
where I is the |H|×|H| identity matrix. Hence, the eigenvalues of M are of
the forms
i
rp
|H| (r = 0,1,2,3).
Let dr denote the multiplicity of the eigenvalue irp
|H|.
In Theorem 2.2.1, we compute the multiplicity dr of each eigenvalue
irp
|H|. Furthermore, all the eigenvectors corresponding to each eigenvalue
are given by Theorem 2.3.2.
2.2 The Multiplicity of the Eigenvalues
The formula of polynomial quadratic Gauss sum
G(H) =
X
degf<degH
E

f2
H

is given in [1] Theorem 2 or [3] Theorem 4.1. The value of polynomial
quadratic Gauss sum that Carlitz gave in [1] has a little diﬀerence from
the result that given in [3]. In fact, the writer proved a generalized poly-
nomial quadratic Gauss sum (polynomial Schaar’s identity) in [3] Theorem
214.1, and the formula for G(H) is a special case. According to our deﬁnition
of exponential sum, here we use the result of [3], that is, when q is odd, we
have
G(H) = i
(|H|−1)2
4
p
|H|.
Since the polynomial Schur’s matrix M is a symmetric normal matrix,
we have
d0 + d1 + d2 + d3 = |H|.
Again since the traces of matrices M2,M and conjugate matrix M are
|H|,G(H) and G(H), we obtain
d0 − d1 + d2 − d3 = 1,
d0 + id1 − d2 − id3 = i
(|H|−1)2
4 ,
d0 − id1 − d2 + id3 = (−i)
(|H|−1)2
4 .
Combining these, we have
Theorem 2.2.1. Let dr denote the multiplicity of the eigenvalue λr = irp
|H|
of polynomial Schur’s matrix. Then

d0 =
|H|+3
4 ,d1 = d2 = d3 =
|H|−1
4 if |H| ≡ 1 (mod 4),
d0 = d1 = d2 =
|H|+1
4 ,d3 =
|H|−3
4 if |H| ≡ 3 (mod 4).
Based on Theorem 2.2.1, we have more information on the polynomial
Schur’s matrix M.
Theorem 2.2.2. The determinant detM of the polynomial Schur’s matrix
M is
detM = (−i)
|H|−1
2 |H|
|H|
2 ,
and the (λ(f),λ(g))-entry M−1(f,g) of the inverse matrix M−1 of the poly-
nomial Schur’s matrix M is
M
−1(f,g) =
1
|H|
E

−fg
H

.
Proof. The determinant detM of M is directly from Theorem 2.2.1 and it is
easy to check that the matrix given here is indeed the inverse matrix of the
polynomial Schur’s matrix M.
222.3 The Eigenvectors of the Polynomial Schur’s
Matrix
Let H be a monic polynomial in A. The ring A/HA is the residue class
ring of A modulo the ideal HA, generated by H. The group (A/HA)×
of A/HA is a multiplicative group containing all classes f such that the
greatest common divisor of f and H, denoted by (f,H), is 1. Let Φ be the
Euler function for polynomials, i.e., the cardinality |(A/HA)×| of the set
(A/HA)× is Φ(H).
Let \ (A/HA)× be the group of multiplicative characters χ of (A/HA)×
and let χ0 be the trivial character in \ (A/HA)×, i.e., χ0(f) = 1 for all f in
A with (f,H) = 1. For convenience, we use χ(f) to represent the complex
value χ(f) and with each character χ of (A/HA)× there is associated the
conjugate character χ deﬁned by χ(f) = χ(f) for all f in A with (f,H) = 1.
Let χ be a multiplicative character of (A/HA)
×. We say that χ is primi-
tive if χ can not factor through (A/QA)
× for any Q|H with degQ < degH.
If χ is not primitive modulo H and χ can factor through from a primitive
character χ0 modulo Q, then Q = fχ is called the conductor of χ. That is,
the conductor fχ of χ is the monic polynomial dividing H in A with the least
degree such that χ(f) = 1 for every f ≡ 1 (mod fχ) and (f,H) = 1.
From now on, for every character χ in \ A/HA× with conductor fχ, χ0 is
the primitive character of (A/fχA)× such that χ can factor through from χ0,
i.e., for all polynomial g relatively prime to fχ, we have
χ
0(g) = χ(f) where f ≡ g (mod fχ) and (f,H) = 1. (2.1)
Let χ be a character of (A/HA)× with conductor fχ and let d be a
monic divisor of H
fχ. First, we deﬁne a |H| dimensional vector Vχ,d. For each
polynomial f of degree less than degH, the λ(f)-th component Vχ,d(f) of
Vχ,d is deﬁned by
Vχ,d(f) =

χ0(
f
d) if d | f,
0 otherwise.
(2.2)
For monic polynomial f dividing H, let ρ(f) be the number of characters
in \ (A/HA)× with conductor f. Since the number of characters in \ (A/HA)×
is
| \ (A/HA)×| = |(A/HA)
×| = Φ(H)
and each character χ has conductor fχ dividing H, we have
X0
f|H
ρ(f) = Φ(H), (2.3)
23where the summation runs over all the monic polynomials f dividing H in
A. Thus, the number of vectors Vχ,d is
X0
f|H
ρ(f)
X0
d|H
f
1 =
X0
d|H
X0
f| H
d
ρ(f).
By (2.3), the number of vectors Vχ,d is
X0
d|H
Φ

H
d

=
X0
d|H
Φ(d) = |H|.
In fact, the |H| vectors Vχ,d have the following property.
Theorem 2.3.1. The |H| vectors Vχ,d are linearly independent.
Proof. For every complex number cχ,d such that
V
def =
X
χ (mod H)
X0
d| H
fχ
cχ,dVχ,d = 0, (2.4)
we want to show that cχ,d = 0 for all characters χ of (A/HA)× and monic
polynomials d dividing H
fχ, where the ﬁrst summation runs over all characters
χ in \ (A/HA)×.
First, we show that cχ,1 = 0 for all χ in \ (A/HA)×. By the deﬁnition of
Vχ,d, the λ(f)-th component V (f) of vector V is
V (f) =
X
χ (mod H)
X0
d| H
fχ
cχ,dVχ,d(f) =
X
χ (mod H)
X0
d| H
fχ ,d|f
cχ,dχ
0

f
d

.
Particularly, if f is relatively prime to H, then V (f) is
V (f) =
X
χ (mod H)
cχ,1χ
0(f).
Hence, it follows from (2.4) that
X
χ (mod H)
cχ,1χ
0(f) = 0 (2.5)
for all polynomial f in A with degf < degH and (f,H) = 1. Let ϕ be any
multiplicative character of (A/HA)×. Multiply through in (2.5) by ϕ(f) and
24sum over all f with degf < degH and (f,H) = 1, then we get
0 =
X
f (mod H),(f,H)=1
X
χ (mod H)
cχ,1χ
0(f)ϕ(f)
=
X
f (mod H),(f,H)=1
X
χ (mod H)
cχ,1χ(f)ϕ(f)
=
X
χ (mod H)
cχ,1
X
f (mod H),(f,H)=1
χϕ(f),
where we used (2.1) in the second step. Combining the last expression with
the orthogonality relation for characters
X
f (mod H),(f,H)=1
χ(f) =

Φ(H) if χ = χ0,
0 if χ 6= χ0, (2.6)
we have cϕ,1Φ(H) = 0. Thus, we obtain
cχ,1 = 0 (2.7)
for all characters χ in \ (A/HA)×.
Next, let D be any monic divisor of H such that cχ,d = 0 for all monic
divisor d of D with d 6= D and all characters χ with conductor fχ dividing
H
D. Let m be any polynomial in A with degm < deg H
D and (m, H
D) = 1. Set
f = mD, then the greatest common divisor of H
fχ and f is D. By assumption
(2.4), the λ(f)-th component V (f) of vector V is 0, and we obtain
0 =
X
χ (mod H)
X0
d| H
fχ ,d|f
cχ,dχ
0

f
d

=
X
χ (mod H)
X0
d|( H
fχ ,f)
cχ,dχ
0

f
d

=
X
χ (mod H)
X0
d|D
cχ,dχ
0

f
d

.
According to our assumption on D, it follows that
X
χ (mod H)
fχ| H
D
cχ,Dχ
0(m) = 0 (2.8)
25for all polynomial m with degm < deg H
D and (m, H
D) = 1.
Since fχ divides H
D, χ0 can be lifted to a character χ1 of (A/H
DA)×. Let ϕ
be any multiplicative character of (A/HA)× and ϕ can factor through from
a character ϕ1 of (A/H
DA)×. Multiply through in (2.8) by ϕ1(m) and sum
over all m with degm < deg H
D and (m, H
D) = 1, then we get
0 =
X
m (mod H
D),(m, H
D)=1
X
χ (mod H)
fχ| H
D
cχ,Dχ
0(m)ϕ1(m)
=
X
m (mod H
D),(m, H
D)=1
X
χ (mod H)
fχ| H
D
cχ,Dχ1(m)ϕ1(m)
=
X
χ (mod H)
fχ| H
D
cχ,D
X
m (mod H
D),(m, H
D)=1
χ1ϕ1(m).
By (2.6) again, we ﬁnd that cϕ,DΦ
 
H
D

= 0. Hence, we obtain
cχ,D = 0 (2.9)
for all characters χ in \ (A/HA)× with conductor fχ dividing H
D.
Finally, combining (2.7) and (2.9) with induction, we have cχ,d = 0 for
all characters χ of (A/HA)× and monic polynomial d dividing H
fχ, and the
proof is complete.
To give a basis for the eigenvectors of the polynomial Schur’s matrix M,
we need some properties of the Gauss sum. For any character χ in \ (A/HA)×
with conductor fχ, χ0 is the primitive character of χ in \ (A/fχA)×. The Gauss
sum of χ0 is deﬁned by
τ(χ
0) =
X
f (mod fχ),(f,fχ)=1
E

f
fχ

χ
0(f).
It is well-known that for any polynomial g in A, we have
X
f (mod fχ),(f,fχ)=1
E

fg
fχ

χ
0(f) = χ0(g)τ(χ
0) (2.10)
and
τ(χ
0)τ(χ0) = χ
0(−1)|fχ|. (2.11)
26Let M be the polynomial Schur’s matrix, let χ be a character of (A/HA)×,
let d be a monic divisor of H
fχ, let d0 = H
d·fχ, and let Vχ,d be the complex vec-
tor deﬁned by (2.2). Now, we compute the vectors MVχ,d. The λ(f)-th
component MVχ,d(f) of MVχ,d is
MVχ,d(f) =
X
g (mod H)
E

fg
H

Vχ,d(g)
=
X
g (mod H),d|g
E

fg
H

χ
0
g
d

=
X
h (mod H
d )
E

fh
H/d

χ
0(h).
By division algorithm, h can be uniquely written as fχQ+r with Q,r in A,
degQ < deg H
d − degfχ = degd0, and degr < degfχ. Thus, we have
MVχ,d(f) =
X
r (mod fχ)
Q (mod d0)
E

f(fχQ + r)
d0fχ

χ
0(fχQ + r).
Since χ0 is a primitive character of (A/fχA)×, χ0(fχQ+r) = χ0(r). This
implies
MVχ,d(f) =
X
r (mod fχ)
Q (mod d0)
E

fQ
d0

E

fr
d0fχ

χ
0(r)
=

 

X
r (mod fχ)
(r,fχ)=1
E

r
fχ
×
f
d0

χ
0(r)

 



X
Q (mod d0)
E

fQ
d0

.
It follows from
X
Q (mod d0)
E

fQ
d0

=

|d0| if d0 | f,
0 if d0 - f
that
MVχ,d(f) =

  
  
|d0|
X
r (mod fχ)
(r,fχ)=1
E

r
fχ
×
f
d0

χ
0(r) if d0 | f,
0 if d0 - f.
27By (2.10), the λ(f)-th component MVχ,d(f) of MVχ,d is
MVχ,d(f) =

|d0|τ(χ0)χ0   f
d0

if d0 | f,
0 if d0 - f.
Based on the deﬁnitions of Vχ,d and Vχ,d0, we obtain
MVχ,d = |d
0|τ(χ
0)Vχ,d0. (2.12)
By observing (2.12), if χ is real and d = d0, then Vχ,d is an eigenvector of
M with eigenvalue |d|τ(χ0).
On the other hand, when χ is not real or d 6= d0, we deﬁne a vector Vχ,d,ε
to be
Vχ,d,ε =
p
|d|Vχ,d + ε
p
χ0(−1)|fχd0|
τ(χ0)
Vχ,d0,
where ε is 1 or −1. Actually, Vχ,d,ε is an eigenvector of M with respect to
eigenvalue ε
p
χ0(−1)|H| because
MVχ,d,ε = M
 
p
|d|Vχ,d + ε
p
χ0(−1)|fχd0|
τ(χ0)
Vχ,d0
!
=
p
|d| · |d
0|τ(χ
0)Vχ,d0 + ε
p
χ0(−1)|fχd0|
τ(χ0)
· |d|τ(χ0)Vχ,d
= ε
q
χ0(−1)|fχd0| · |d|Vχ,d +
p
|d| · |d
0|τ(χ
0)Vχ,d0.
Combining with (2.11) and H = dd0fχ, we have
MVχ,d,ε = ε
p
χ0(−1)|H| ·
p
|d|Vχ,d +
p
|d| · |d
0|
χ0(−1)|fχ|
τ(χ0)
Vχ,d0
= ε
p
χ0(−1)|H|
 
p
|d|Vχ,d + ε
p
χ0(−1)|fχd0|
τ(χ0)
Vχ,d0
!
= ε
p
χ0(−1)|H|Vχ,d,ε.
In sum, if χ is real and d = d0, then Vχ,d is an eigenvector of M with
respect to eigenvalue |d|τ(χ0); if χ is not real or d 6= d0, then Vχ,d,ε is an
eigenvector of M with respect to eigenvalue ε
p
χ0(−1)|H| for ε = 1 or −1.
Now, we arrange all characters in \ (A/HA)× into
χ1,χ2,··· ,χn,χn+1,χn+1,χn+2,χn+2,··· ,χN,χN
28where the χi are all real characters 1 ≤ i ≤ n, χj,χj are not real characters
for all n+1 ≤ j ≤ N, and 2N−n = Φ(H). Further, for all χi with 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
we arrange all monic divisors of H
fχi into
di,1,d
0
i,1,di,2,d
0
i,2,··· ,di,ki,d
0
i,ki
or, in case of H
fχi being a square,
di,0,di,1,d
0
i,1,di,2,d
0
i,2,··· ,di,ki,d
0
i,ki
where d0
i,l = H
fχidi,l for all 1 ≤ l ≤ ki and di,0 is a monic polynomial in A such
that di,0
2 = H
fχi if H
fχi is a square. Deﬁne W as the set of complex vectors
exactly consisting of three types of vectors as follows:
1. for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, if H
fχi is a square, then Vχi,di,0 are contained in W;
2. for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ l ≤ ki, Vχi,di,l,1 and Vχi,di,l,−1 are contained in
W;
3. for all n + 1 ≤ j ≤ N and monic divisors d of H
fχj , Vχj,d,1 and Vχj,d,−1
are contained in W.
According to the choice of eigenvectors, we have
Theorem 2.3.2. The set W is a basis consisting of eigenvectors of the poly-
nomial Schur’s matrix M.
Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 2.3.1 and the above discussion.
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30Chapter 3
On the Number of Solutions of
Linear Equation in Finite
Carlitz Modules
We deduce an accurate formula for the number of the linear equation in
generators of ﬁnite Carlitz modules, and the equation always has solutions
besides some cases. Therefore, we have a criterion for the existence of the
solutions of the linear equation. Moreover, we have a similar result in normal
bases when we apply our main theorem to a special case.1
3.1 Introduction
In 1950s, Carlitz [1],[2] has proved that in ﬁnite ﬁeld Fp with p elements
where p is a prime number, for any ﬁxed integer n, the linear equation
a1x1 + a2x2 + ··· + anxn = a (a ∈ Fp,ai ∈ F
∗
p = Fp − {0})
such that x1,··· ,xn are primitive roots in Fp has solutions for suﬃcient large
prime p. The basic technique for estimating the number of solutions, that
are all primitive roots, in terms of Gauss sums over Fp, yields the estimation
that depends on the number of positive divisors of p − 1. However, if the
solutions play another important role in ﬁnite Carlitz module, generators for
example, then we may receive not only an estimation but a beautiful formula.
In this chapter, let Fq denote the ﬁnite ﬁeld with q elements where q is a
prime power and let A = Fq[T] be the polynomial ring with coeﬃcients in Fq.
1This chapter is going to be published in the journal “Proceeding of the American Math-
ematical Society,” and this article has been published electronically on January 13,2009
(Volume 137, Number 7, July 2009, Pages 2191-2200).
31The degree of the polynomial a in A is denoted by dega and the valuation
of a is denoted by |a| = qdega.
Let k = Fq(T) be the quotient ﬁeld of A and let τi be the qith-power
Frobenius mapping, i.e., τi(x) = xqi for all x in k. Let A{τ} be the ring
of Fq-linear polynomials in one indeterminant x with coeﬃcients in A under
composition, that is, for p(x) in A{τ}, p(x + y) = p(x) + p(y) and p(cx) =
cp(x) for all x,y in k, c in Fq. The Carlitz A-module deﬁned over A is the
Fq-algebra homomorphism ψ from A to A{τ} deﬁned by
ψ(1) = τ
0,ψ(T) = Tτ
0 + τ
1.
The structure of Carlitz A-module A is given by
A × A → A
(a , b) 7→ ba
where ba is deﬁned by ψ(a)(b).
Throughout this chapter, we ﬁx a monic prime f in A of degree d. Then
E1 = A/(f) is a ﬁnite ﬁeld with qd elements. Let Em be the ﬁnite extension
of E1 of degree m. We have a canonical projection ι from A to E1 = A/(f),
i.e., ι(a) = a for all a ∈ A. Apply ι to the coeﬃcients of ψ(a) for all a in
A and then we obtain elements in E1{τ} where L{τ} is the ring of Fq-linear
polynomials in one indeterminant x with coeﬃcients in L under composition
for any ﬁeld L containing Fq. Thus, a ﬁnite Carlitz A-module is the Fq-algebra
homomorphism Ψ : A
ψ
→ A{τ} → E1{τ} deﬁned by
Ψ(1) = τ
0,Ψ(T) = Tτ
0 + τ
1,
and the structure of the ﬁnite Carlitz A-module Em, denoted by C(Em), is
A × Em → Em
(a , α) 7→ αa
where αa is deﬁned by αa = Ψ(a)(α) for all a in A, α in C(Em).
It is known that the ﬁnite Carlitz A-module C(Em) is isomorphic to
A/(fm−1) as A-module, i.e., C(Em) is a cyclic A-module. More details
can be found in D. Goss [3].
For any α in C(Em), we deﬁne the order of α, denoted by ord(α), to be
the monic polynomial g in A of the least degree such that αg = 0. Since
C(Em) is isomorphic to A/(fm−1), ord(α) divides fm−1. Particularly, any
generator of C(Em) is of order fm−1.
The main theorem of this chapter is
32Theorem 3.3.1
Let n be a ﬁxed integer, α an element in C(Em) of order H, G =
fm−1
H ,
d = degf, and let N be the number of solutions in En
m of the linear equation
c1x1 + c2x2 + ··· + cnxn = α
with ci ∈ F∗
q such that x1,··· ,xn are generators of the ﬁnite Carlitz A-
module C(Em). Then N is
q
(n−1)md


Y
P|H,P-G

1 −
1
|P|
n
−
(−1)n
|P|n




Y
P|G

1 −
1
|P|
n
+
(−1)nφ(P)
|P|n

,
where P runs over all monic primes in A and φ is the Euler φ-function for
polynomials.
And further, we can deduce that N is always positive if q is greater than
2.
A normal basis of Em over E1 is a basis of the form {β,βqd,··· ,βq(m−1)d}
and the element β is called a normal element of Em over E1. For any α in
Em, we also establish some similar results for the number of solutions in En
m
of the linear equation
c1x1 + c2x2 + ··· + cnxn = α
with ci ∈ F∗
q such that x1,··· ,xn are normal elements of Em over E1.
Unless otherwise stated, D,g,h,fi,gi,g0
i,hi will denote the monic polyno-
mials in A and P will denote the monic prime in A.
3.2 Auxiliary Lemmas
In this section, we present some lemmas that will be used in section 3.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let α be an element in C(Em) and c in F∗
q. Then α and cα
have the same order in C(Em). Moreover, α and cα are generators of C(Em),
simultaneously if one of them is.
Proof. Since c is in F∗
q, we have cq = c and (cα)a = cαa for any a in A. Thus,
α and cα have the same order in C(Em).
Lemma 3.2.2. Let N be the number of solutions in En
m of the linear equation
c1x1 + ··· + cnxn = α (3.1)
33with ci ∈ F∗
q such that x1,··· ,xn are generators of C(Em).
Let N0 be the number of solutions in En
m of the linear equation
x1 + ··· + xn = α (3.2)
such that x1,··· ,xn are generators of C(Em). Then we have N = N0.
Proof. If (α1,··· ,αn) is a solution of the equation (3.1), then by Lemma 3.2.1
(c1α1,··· ,cnαn) is a solution of the equation (3.2). Hence, N ≤ N0.
Conversely, we can get N ≥ N0 and this concludes the proof.
Let c Em be the group of additive characters of Em and let λ0 be the trivial
character in c Em. For any a in A and λ in c Em, λa is an additive character of
Em deﬁned by λa(α) = λ(αa) for all α in C(Em). Then c Em has the A-module
structure deﬁned by
A × c Em → c Em
(a , λ) 7→ λa.
We deﬁne the order of λ in c Em, denoted by Ord(λ), to be the monic
polynomial g in A of the least degree such that λg = λ0. Since λfm−1(α) =
λ(αfm−1) = λ(0) = 1 for all λ in c Em, α in Em, λfm−1 = λ0 and hence Ord(λ)
divides fm−1.
For any monic polynomial g in A dividing fm−1, let
c Em[g] = {λ ∈ c Em : λ
g = λ0}
and let
Em

fm−1
g

= {α ∈ C(Em) : α
fm− 1
g = 0}.
We know that c Em[g] is an A-submodule of c Em and Em[
fm−1
g ] is an A-
submodule of C(Em). Moreover, viewing as A-module, c Em[g] is isomor-
phic to \ Em/Em[
fm−1
g ] and Em[
fm−1
g ] is isomorphic to A/(
fm−1
g ). Therefore,
#(c Em[g]) = |g|, where #(S) denotes the cardinality of a set S (cf. D. Goss
[3]). Combining with the formula
P
h|g φ(h) = |g|, we have
#{λ ∈ c Em : Ord(λ) = g} = φ(g),
where φ is the Euler φ-function for polynomials. Hence, c Em is a cyclic A-
module and is isomorphic to A/(fm−1).
34Let µ be the M¨ obius µ-function for polynomials, we deﬁne the character-
istic function Ω : Em → C by
Ω(α) =
X
g|fm−1
µ(g)
|g|
X
λ∈d Em,λg=λ0
λ(α). (3.3)
Lemma 3.2.3. For any α in ﬁnite Carlitz A-module C(Em), we have
Ω(α) =

1 if α is a generator of C(Em),
0 otherwise.
Proof. Let H be the order of α in C(Em). Since {λ ∈ c Em : λg = λ0} is
isomorphic to \ Em/Em[
fm−1
g ], we have
X
λ∈d Em,λg=λ0
λ(α) =

|g| if α ∈ Em[
fm−1
g ],
0 otherwise.
Thus
X
λ∈d Em,λg=λ0
λ(α) =

|g| if H |
fm−1
g ,
0 otherwise.
(3.4)
Applying (3.3) and (3.4), we have
Ω(α) =
X
g|fm−1
µ(g)
|g|
X
λ∈d Em,λg=λ0
λ(α)
=
X
g|fm−1,H|
fm− 1
g
µ(g)
|g|
|g|
=
X
g|
fm− 1
H
µ(g)
=

1 if H = fm−1
0 if H 6= fm−1
=

1 if α is a generator of C(Em),
0 otherwise.
Lemma 3.2.4. Let n be a positive integer and let M be a monic polynomial
in A. Then we have
X
h1,···,hn|M
(h1,···,hn)=1
n Y
i=1
µ(hi)
|hi|
=
Y
P|M

1 −
1
|P|
n
−
(−1)n
|P|n

,
where (h1,··· ,hn) denotes the greatest common divisor of h1,··· ,hn in A.
35Proof. Let F1(M) =
X
h1,···,hn|M
(h1,···,hn)=1
n Y
i=1
µ(hi)
|hi|
. For any monic prime P in A and
positive integer k, we have
F1(P
k) =
X
h1,···,hn|Pk
(h1,···,hn)=1
n Y
i=1
µ(hi)
|hi|
=1 +

n
1

(−1)
|P|
+

n
2

(−1)2
|P|2 + ··· +

n
n − 1

(−1)n−1
|P|n−1
=

1 −
1
|P|
n
−
(−1)n
|P|n .
Since F1 is a multiplicative function of A into R, we obtain
X
h1,···,hn|M
(h1,···,hn)=1
n Y
i=1
µ(hi)
|hi|
=
Y
P|M

1 −
1
|P|
n
−
(−1)n
|P|n

.
Lemma 3.2.5. Let n be a positive integer, G a monic polynomial in A. We
have
X
D|G
µ(D)n
|D|n−1
X
f1,···,fn| G
D
(fi,D)=1,(f1···,fn)=1
n Y
i=1
µ(fi)
|fi|
=
Y
P|G

1 −
1
|P|
n
+
(−1)nφ(P)
|P|n

.
Proof. Let F2(G) =
X
D|G
µ(D)n
|D|n−1
X
f1,···,fn| G
D
(fi,D)=1,(f1···,fn)=1
n Y
i=1
µ(fi)
|fi|
. For any monic
prime P in A and positive integer k, we have
F2(P
k) =
X
D|Pk
µ(D)n
|D|n−1
X
f1,···,fn| Pk
D
(fi,D)=1,(f1···,fn)=1
n Y
i=1
µ(fi)
|fi|
=1 ×
X
f1,···,fn|Pk
(f1···,fn)=1
n Y
i=1
µ(fi)
|fi|
+
(−1)n
|P|n−1 ·
X
f1,···,fn|Pk−1
(fi,P)=1,(f1···,fn)=1
n Y
i=1
µ(fi)
|fi|
=
X
f1,···,fn|Pk
(f1···,fn)=1
n Y
i=1
µ(fi)
|fi|
+
(−1)n
|P|n−1.
36Applying Lemma 3.2.4, we get
F2(P
k) =

1 −
1
|P|
n
+
(−1)nφ(P)
|P|n .
Since F2 is a multiplicative function of A into R, we obtain
X
D|G
µ(D)n
|D|n−1
X
f1,···,fn| G
D
(fi,D)=1,(f1···,fn)=1
n Y
i=1
µ(fi)
|fi|
=
Y
P|G

1 −
1
|P|
n
+
(−1)nφ(P)
|P|n

.
3.3 The main theorem
Let f be a monic irreducible polynomial in A of degree d. Then E1 = A/(f)
is a ﬁnite ﬁeld with qd elements. Let Em be the ﬁnite extension of E1 of
degree m. The ﬁnite Carlitz A-module C(Em) is a cyclic A-module and
C(Em) is isomorphic to A/(fm−1). Our main theorem in this chapter is
Theorem 3.3.1. Let n be a ﬁxed integer, α an element in C(Em) of order
H, G =
fm−1
H , d = degf, and let N be the number of solutions in En
m of the
linear equation
c1x1 + c2x2 + ··· + cnxn = α
with ci ∈ F∗
q such that x1,··· ,xn are generators of the ﬁnite Carlitz A-module
C(Em). Then N is
q
(n−1)md


Y
P|H,P-G

1 −
1
|P|
n
−
(−1)n
|P|n





Y
P|G

1 −
1
|P|
n
+
(−1)nφ(P)
|P|n


.
Proof. According to Lemma 3.2.2, without loss of generality we may assume
that c1 = ··· = cn = 1. By Lemma 3.2.3 and the deﬁnition of Ω in (3.3), the
37number N is
X
(α1,···,αn)∈En
m
α1+···+αn=α
Ω(α1)···Ω(αn)
=
X
α1,···,αn−1∈Em
Ω(α1)···Ω(αn−1)Ω(α − α1 − ··· − αn−1)
=
X
α1,···,αn−1∈Em
X
g1,···,gn|fm−1
 
n Y
i=1
µ(gi)
|gi|
!
X
λi∈d Em
λ
gi
i =λ0
λ1(α1)···λn−1(αn−1)λn(α−α1−···−αn−1)
=
X
g1,···,gn|fm−1
 
n Y
i=1
µ(gi)
|gi|
!
X
λi∈d Em
λ
gi
i =λ0
λn(α)
 
X
α1∈Em
λ1λ
−1
n (α1)
!
···


X
αn−1∈Em
λn−1λ
−1
n (αn−1)

.
For any λ in c Em, since #(Em) = qmd, the character sum
X
α∈Em
λ(α) =

qmd if λ = λ0,
0 otherwise.
Combining these, we obtain
N =
X
g1,···,gn|fm−1
 
n Y
i=1
µ(gi)
|gi|
!
X
λn∈d Em
λ
g1
n =···=λ
gn
n =λ0
λn(α)
 
q
mdn−1
=q
(n−1)md X
g1,···,gn|fm−1
 
n Y
i=1
µ(gi)
|gi|
!
X
λ∈d Em
λ(g1,··· ,gn)=λ0
λ(α).
By (3.4), we get
N =q
(n−1)md X
g1,···,gn|fm−1
H|
fm− 1
(g1,··· ,gn)
 
n Y
i=1
µ(gi)
|gi|
!
|(g1,··· ,gn)|
=q
(n−1)md X
g1,···,gn|fm−1
(g1,···,gn)|G
 
n Y
i=1
µ(gi)
|gi|
!
|(g1,··· ,gn)|.
Put D = (g1,··· ,gn) and g0
i =
gi
D for all i, we have
38N = q
(n−1)md X
D|G,g0
1,···,g0
n|
fm− 1
D
(g0
1,···,g0
n)=1
 
n Y
i=1
µ(g0
iD)
|g0
iD|
!
|D|
= q
(n−1)md X
D|G
µ(D)n
|D|n−1
X
g0
1,···,g0
n|
fm− 1
D
(g0
i,D)=1,(g0
1,···,g0
n)=1
n Y
i=1
µ(g0
i)
|g0
i|
Deﬁne H
∗ =
Y
P|H,P-G
P. By the deﬁnition of µ and H∗, we obtain
N = q
(n−1)md X
D|G
µ(D)n
|D|n−1
X
h1,···,hn|H∗
(h1,···,hn)=1
X
f1,···,fn| G
D
(fi,D)=1,(f1,···,fn)=1
n Y
i=1
µ(hi)µ(fi)
|hi||fi|
= q
(n−1)md

 

X
h1,···,hn|H∗
(h1,···,hn)=1
n Y
i=1
µ(hi)
|hi|

 


  

X
D|G
µ(D)n
|D|n−1
X
f1,···,fn| G
D
(fi,D)=1,(f1,···,fn)=1
n Y
i=1
µ(fi)
|fi|

  

.
Applying Lemma 3.2.4 and Lemma 3.2.5, we get
N = q
(n−1)md


Y
P|H,P-G

1 −
1
|P|
n
−
(−1)n
|P|n
 



Y
P|G

1 −
1
|P|
n
+
(−1)nφ(P)
|P|n

.
This completes the proof.
Here, we illustrate two examples.
Example 3.3.2. We know that f = T 3+T +1 is an irreducible of degree 3 in
A = F2[T] and T 2, T 2 + T + 1 are the two generators of the cyclic A-module
C(E1).
By simple computation, there is no solutions in E2
1 of the linear equation
x1 + x2 = T such that x1,x2 are generators of C(E1). In fact, the order of
T in C(E1) is T and N is indeed zero according to our formula for N in
Theorem 3.3.1 with m = 1, n = 2, α = T, H = T, and G = T 2 + 1.
If we consider another equation x1+x2+x3 = T 2 + 1 such that x1,x2,x3
are generators of C(E1), then N is zero again. Actually, the order of T 2 + 1
in C(E1) is T 2 + 1 and N = 0 also satisﬁes our formula in Theorem 3.3.1
with m = 1, n = 3, α = T 2 + 1, H = T 2 + 1, and G = T.
39Example 3.3.3. We know that f = T 2 + 1 is an irreducible of degree 2 in
A = F3[T] and 1, 2, T, T + 2, 2T, 2T + 1 are the six generators of the cyclic
A-module C(E1).
By simple computation, (T + 2,2), (2T,T), and (1,2T + 1) are the three
solutions in E2
1 of the linear equation x1 + 2x2 = T such that x1,x2 are
generators of C(E1). In fact, the order of T in C(E1) is T 2 and N = 3 by
Theorem 3.3.1 with m = 1, n = 2, α = T, H = T 2, and G = 1.
Corollary 3.3.4. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3.1 are satisﬁed.
Then N = 0 if and only if q = 2 and there exists a monic prime P of
degree 1 in A satisfying one of the following conditions:
1. When n is even, P divides H but P does not divide G.
2. When n is odd, P divides G.
Proof. When n is even, by Theorem 3.3.1, we obtain that N = 0 if and only
if there is a monic prime P such that P | H, P - G, and 1 − 1
|P| = 1
|P|, that
is, |P| = 2. This concludes that q = 2 and degP = 1.
When n is odd, by Theorem 3.3.1 again, we obtain that N = 0 if and
only if there is a monic prime P such that P | G and

1 − 1
|P|
n
=
φ(P)
|P|n , that
is, |P| = 2. This concludes that q = 2 and degP = 1.
According to Corollary 3.3.4, we have
Corollary 3.3.5. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3.1 are satisﬁed. If
q > 2, then N is always positive.
3.4 Application to normal bases
Now, we take f = T, then E1 = A/(T) is Fq, Em is Fqm, the ﬁnite ﬁeld with
qm elements, and the Fq-algebra homomorphism Ψ : A
ψ
→ A{τ} → Fq{τ} is
given by
Ψ(1) = τ
0,Ψ(T) = τ
1,Ψ(T
2) = τ
2,··· .
In this case, the structure of ﬁnite Carlitz A-module is αTi = τi(α) = αqi for
all α in C(Em).
A normal basis of Em over E1 is a basis of the form
{β,β
q,··· ,β
qm−1
} = {β
1,β
T,··· ,β
Tm−1
}
and the element β is called a normal element of Em over E1.
40The following is an important relationship between the normal element β
of Em over E1 and the order of β in C(Em), mentioned in Lenstra and Schoof
[4].
Lemma 3.4.1. Let β be an element in C(Em). Then β is a normal element
of Em over E1 if and only if the order of β in C(Em) is T m−1.
Proof. See Lenstra and Schoof [4] (1.9).
Applying Theorem 3.3.1 and Lemma 3.4.1, we obtain
Theorem 3.4.2. Let α be an element in C(Em) of order H, let G = Tm−1
H ,
and let N be the number of solutions in En
m of the linear equation
c1x1 + c2x2 + ··· + cnxn = α
with ci ∈ F∗
q such that x1,··· ,xn are normal elements of Em over E1. Then
N is
q
(n−1)m


Y
P|H,P-G

1 −
1
|P|
n
−
(−1)n
|P|n




Y
P|G

1 −
1
|P|
n
+
(−1)nφ(P)
|P|n

.
Corollary 3.4.3. Under the conditions in Theorem 3.4.2, let m be in the
form of 2sm0 with nonnegative integer s and odd m0. Let α be an element in
C(Em) of order H, and let G = Tm−1
H . Then we have N = 0 if and only if
q = 2 and H satisﬁes one of the following conditions:
1. When n is even, (T − 1)2s divides H.
2. When n is odd, (T − 1)2s doesn’t divide H.
Proof. Applying Corollary 3.3.4, we only consider the case for q = 2. Since
T m−1 = (T m0 − 1)2s and T m0 − 1 is separable, the only monic prime P of
degree 1, dividing T m−1, is T − 1 and the multiplicity of 1 in T m−1 is 2s.
When n is even, N = 0 if and only if T −1 divides H, but T −1 doesn’t
divide G. This is, (T − 1)2s divides H.
When n is odd, N = 0 if and only if T −1 divides G, i.e., (T −1)2s doesn’t
divide H.
According to Corollary 3.4.3, we have
Corollary 3.4.4. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4.2 are satisﬁed. If
q > 2, then N is always positive.
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